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Foreword
Iskandar Malaysia is a National Project to develop a vibrant new region at the southern gateway of
Peninsular Malaysia. A regional authority body named Iskandar Regional Development Authority
(IRDA) was developed to coordinate the main roles of planning, promoting and facilitating. In fact, IRDA
has commissioned this Information and Communication Blueprint 2020 for Iskandar Malaysia to assist
the public and private sector with the community to work together in building a region of an
environmental friendly, a place to invest, work, live and play.
The ICT blueprint for the Iskandar Development Region that has been developed to map out the use of
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) to enhance and enrich the living and business
environment at Iskandar Malaysia. It was developed by IRDA after extensive consultation with various
industry, citizen and government stakeholders of Iskandar Malaysia and augmented with the expert
advice of consultants who did benchmarking studies against some of the most advanced ICT countries
in the world.
The blueprint starts out by setting out a vision of a place where government, businesses and citizenry
are interconnected via best-in-class communications infrastructure and clusters of advanced
industries, giving Iskandar Malaysia a distinctive and unsurpassed edge. The vision also emphasises the
importance of being inclusive when it comes to benefits of ICT and the need to erase the digital divide.
The context against which the blueprint was developed is also elaborated to illustrate the challenges in
achieving the vision. These include Iskandar Malaysia’s position in the Malaysian economy, the
ompetition it faces in the region, technology trends that will affect its future and key challenges it faces
in realising the vision.
In the final part of the ICT blueprint 2020 for Iskandar Malaysia, strategies, specific programmes and
implementation plans are discussed. The crux of the strategy is five strategic imperatives that will guide
ICT development in Iskandar Malaysia. Out of the five strategic imperatives, twenty one strategic
programmes have been formulated.
To facilitate the implementation, the blueprint outlines a set of new coordinating structure to manage
new partnerships expected come from public agencies and private organisations working together on
more competitive and vibrant ICT usage and applications in Iskandar Malaysia. Consequently, the
region will be interconnected friendly and dynamic as place to invest, live, work and play under a
Metropolis environment of an International Standard.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

1.2

1.3

1.1.1

Iskandar Malaysia (IM) is South East Asia's iconic economic growth centre, which is emerging
to be the region’s preferred destination to invest, work, live and play.

1.1.2

Centrally located with a population of 1.4 million and covering some 2,200 sq km, Iskandar
Malaysia plays an important role in helping Malaysia transform itself to a high income
country- one with a new economic model based on innovation.

1.1.3

To ensure Iskandar Malaysia achieves its ambitions to be an economic hub and a metropolis
of international standing, information and communication technology (ICT) has
been identified as a key competitive edge and the Iskandar Regional Development Authority
(IRDA) has commissioned a blueprint to guide and illuminate all policies and decisions
pertaining to ICT.

1.1.4

This master plan covers the roll-out of ICT infrastructure, the forging of smart partnerships
between ICT operators, users and regulators and the provisioning of world class ICT services.
It will also ensure that Iskandar Malaysia's hard and soft technological infrastructure will be
future-proof and serve not only the industries and people of today but also that of future
generations.

The Aspirations
1.2.1

It is envisioned that by 2020, virtually all citizens of Iskandar Malaysia will be connected to
the internet via broadband connections and will be able to interact with the various
government departments from their computer or mobile phone twenty four hours a day,
seven days a week as some 95% of government services will be web enabled.

1.2.2

The city will, by then, be headquarters to at least ten global ICT companies and boast a
further 200 small and medium enterprises in the fields of creative content, social commerce
and shared services.

1.2.3

The brand ‘Made in MSC@Iskandar’ will be a sought after and trusted name and a reflection
of a competitive, quality anchored ICT sector.

1.2.4

High value employment will abound and businesses will also have the advantage of being
able to draw talent from a pool of about 100,000 knowledge workers.

1.2.5

Nearly all residents, particularly the younger generation will be fully ICT literate and ready
to participate in the city’s burgeoning knowledge economy.

The Vision and Key Messages
1.3.1

To reflect the intent of making Iskandar Malaysia the choice hub to live, work and play, the
following is proposed as the vision statement:
“An interconnected, innovative, and inclusive (31) Iskandar Malaysia,
transformed through distinctive ICT capabilities.”

Interconnected, Innovative and Inclusive Iskandar Malaysia, transformed
through distinctive ICT capabilities

Innovative

• Innovative capacity will be abundant in businesses, governments and social space,
enabled by the widespread use of ICT and collaboration among all stakeholders. New teaching
and learning methods, healthcare delivery, production and distribution processes, research, and
social ventures will find their conducive home in IM, delivering value to local and global levels.

Inclusive

• Ultra high-speed broadband, next generation network, devices, applications, wearable
computers and sensors will interconnect all citizens, businesses, government with and within
each other, Citizens of IM will access the best in education, healthcare, entertainment,
information and new services. Imagine not just an intelligent network, but an intuitive one,
offering services personalised to the needs and circumstances of each person in real-time.

• No person is left behind to enjoy the benefits of intense ICT utilisation in all spheres of life.
Whether they are the disabled, the elderly, the poor, in rural or urban areas, the intelligent,
intuitive and pervasive network and services will make it convenient for them to engage with the
broader community and improve the quality of their lives. ICT will be indispensable to improve
security, extend education and healthcare, and provide timely and relevant information.

Distinctive
Capabilities

Interconnected

Vision

1.3.2 A brief definition of the 3I is given as in Figure 1.1 below.

• Iskandar Malaysia will be the global Centre of Excellence in innovative applications that
integrates traditional and new media, electronic commerce with social network, and highvalue adding shared services. Network services and public service delivery are very agile and
responsive to meet the most demanding local and global customers

Figure 1.1: The 3I Vision.
1.3.4 Iskandar Malaysia will be the impressive new home of high tech industries and services of
tomorrow where innovation is part of the DNA of all companies and government departments.
1.3.5 As the result of being interconnected, it will form a thriving creative hub where residents are able
to use cheap, always on, lightning speed broadband to connect to work, school and points across
the globe.
1.3.6 With the provision of a ubiquitous wireless network, it will function as a smart community where
news, entertainment, learning and web shopping is just a key press away.

1.3.7 Due to its vision for being innovative, this will be a place where residents have been relentlessly
conditioned by the environment to be among the most technologically savvy in the world and will
ride the latest gadgets to a new wave of personal well-being and productivity.
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The Context

2.1

Iskandar Malaysia and Malaysia’s New Economic Model

2.1.1

The 3I theme, “interconnected, innovative and inclusive” for Iskandar Malaysia fits in perfectly
with the nation's new economic model which greatly enjoins innovation and high value
services.

2.1.2

As Malaysia embarks on a journey to be a nation of not just relying on natural resources but also
one rich in intangible assets such as intellectual property, branding and proprietary
technologies, Iskandar Malaysia, with its plans to be a leading knowledge based economic hub,
will be a natural catalyst for this transformation to happen.

2.1.3

It has already made great headway in advanced manufacturing with the presence of JCY
International Berhad, a home grown market leader in the manufacture of hard disk drive
components, and UK’s Dyson R&D centre, the most successful vacuum cleaner manufacturer in
the world.

2.1.4

Iskandar Malaysia is also poised to become regional education hub with the establishment of
top educational institutions in its EduCity cluster. At the tertiary level, The Newcastle Malaysia
Medical School and Raffles University Iskandar will be joined by others in the near future. At the
secondary level, it has already attracted Marlborough College, one of UK’s most prestigious
boarding schools and more are expected to follow its footsteps.

2.1.5

In the creative content field, Iskandar Malaysia scored a triumph when
it was chosen by Europe’s largest stage provider, Pinewood Studios, to
be its hub for Asia and the studio is expected to form a core around
which other creative firms will cluster.

2.1.6

Iskandar Malaysia is also well placed to tap into the region’s fast growing leisure sector with the
introduction of several top tourist attractions such as the 700 acre Legoland and the Chelsea
outlet mall.

2.1.7

Iskandar Malaysia’s economy will be based on nine strategically selected pillars – one of which
Is ICT and creative industries.

Figure 1.2: ICT as the basic foundation of Iskandar Malaysia
2.1.8 A strong foundation in ICT will also make the city more attractive to investors as the world
becomes increasingly reliant on information technologies and communication.
2.2

Regional Competition

2.2.1 While Iskandar Malaysia is taking bold strides into the future, its counterparts in the region will
not be standing still but will be working hard to gain an advantage for themselves.
2.2.2 Neighbouring Singapore is the most economically advanced but Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia
are up and coming countries that have been very aggressive in attracting investment.
2.2.3 They too will be looking to move up the economic value chain and have their own respective
strengths including, relatively cheap currencies, plentiful low cost labour.
2.2.4 A little further afield, we have the emerging world giants of India and China increasingly
dominating the economic landscape, joining the already advanced countries of Taiwan, South
Korea, Australia and Japan.

Figure 2.1: Productivity Growth of Selected Regional Economies
2.2.5 To gain and keep an edge, Iskandar Malaysia must embrace technology and innovation.
2.3

Economic Trends

2.3.1 Trends today will affect the direction that Iskandar Malaysia will take in order to avoid
obsolescence as well as to ensure the city is well placed to ride and benefit from any wave of the
future.
2.3.2 The ASEAN free trade agreement (AFTA) is offering both opportunity and challenges in that it will
make imported goods less expensive but at the same time open doors for Malaysian goods to the
ten ASEAN countries, a market of more than 500 million people and with a combined GDP of
about US$1.5 trillion.
2.3.3 More interestingly, the ASEAN-China free trade agreement will create a market with a combined
population of 1.7 billion and a market of about US$5.5 trillion. This poses significant opportunities
for Iskandar Malaysia for companies looking to tap the incredible potential of the region.
2.3.4 With its strategic location and inherent cultural links, Iskandar Malaysia can position itself as a
gateway to the vast ASEAN + China market.
2.3.5 Nevertheless, it must also be a sufficiently competitive in its business and lifestyle offerings
otherwise it will be overwhelmed by the competition and investors will choose to look at any one
of the multitude of options elsewhere in the region.
2.4

ICT Trends

2.4.1 Social networking, device convergence, cyber fraud and workforce mobility are the dominant
trends in today’s ICT world. There has also been an increasing awareness for the need for energy
efficient devices in line with the trend towards environmental sustainability and low carbon
economic footprints.
2.4.2 The explosion of digital devices and the networked environment have given rise to a whole new
culture of user generated content (UGC). This poses an interesting challenge on how to harness
the creativity of consumers into business profitability.

2.4.3 The workforce has also become increasingly mobile and skilled workers are in demand all over
the world. Therefore, Iskandar Malaysia has to offer clear, compelling reasons for skilled workers
to come and stay. Among the factors that skilled workers look for pertain to lifestyles, a clean
and green environment, good public services, quality education for their children and work-life
balance.
2.4.4 Security is as always of paramount importance and whole industries have come up to cater for
the need for protection against a host of cyber attacks that can take place over the internet
Toward 2020, there will be the prospect of vastly improved processor speeds, as the computing
power on microchips double every eighteen months. The amount of processing cycles available
in the future will enable a whole new class of devices and software. But while most attention is
focused on processing power as another important trend is storage. With the rapid increase in
data being generated by users, there needs to be new and innovative ways to store and retrieve
this data.
2.4.5 Equally critical is the pathways along which the data will travel and dramatically increased
transfer rates over the internet connections are expected to be the norm in the future. Many
countries are already embarking on ambitious attempts to wire up their communities with fast
broadband. While gigabit networks are becoming the norm, to support futuristic applications
such as virtual reality, 3D holography and widespread grid computing, terabyte networks will be
required.
2.4.6 The following table summarises the major ICT trends globally and their implications to Iskandar
Malaysia.
2.5

ICT in Iskandar Malaysia Today

2.5.1 There already exist several blueprints that have and will impact Iskandar Malaysia and
complement this ICT blueprint. These are:
• The Johor State ICT Blueprint 2005 by the Johor State government – aims to turn Johor into
a global ICT business hub with a world-class living environment and become a knowledge state
by 2015.
• Public Sector ISP by the Malaysian Administrative Administration & Management Planning
Unit (MAMPU) – the vision is to deliver efficient and quality service for public sector in the
nation through the use of ICT.
• National Broadband Plan 2006 by the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC) – targets to increase broadband penetration rate and to bridge the
digital divide and improve the roll-out through better funding.
• MSC Malaysia 2.0 by the Multimedia Development Corporation – focuses at further
development of the local ICT industry by enhancing both the demand and supply side, and by
the phased rollout of the MSC Malaysia to the rest of the country.
• Strategic ICT Roadmap for Malaysia 2007 by the Ministry of Science, Technology and
Information – aims to enhance productivity of key sectors of the economy and develop new
ICT-based on knowledge-intensive industries.
2.5.2 ICT activities in Iskandar Malaysia are currently centered in Menara MSC Cyberport. However,
two other potential centres are being planned for the future – Bandar MSC Cyberport and
Nusajaya.

2.5.3 Among some of the notable highlights of the ICT industry in Iskandar Malaysia are:
• MSC Cybercentre has 90% occupancy with some 70 ICT companies.
• 26 companies have been successfully incubated and received MDeC grants of RM150k each.
• 5 companies to receive British Telecom’s IP Research award.
• An established Call Centre incubator. There is a plan for this sector to employ 5,000 people
within a 5 year period in Bandar MSC Cyberport.
• MSC Cyberport’s E-PBT being implemented in all PBT’s (local authorities) in Johor and was
recently selected by MAMPU for Federal Level Pilot Implementation.
• MOL, ranked among the best MSC Malaysia status company with sales above RM300 million in
2009, is in MSC Cyberport.
2.5.4 Iskandar Malaysia currently houses over half of all ICT small and medium sized companies (SMEs)
in Johor, of which 70 are located in MSC Cyberport. All the MSC-status companies in Johor are also
located in Iskandar Malaysia, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Iskandar Malaysia’s MSC Cybercity and Cybercentres.
2.5.5 The number of MSC-status companies however, is just a fraction of the total number of MSC
status companies in Malaysia – 34 compared with 2,468. To move forward, Iskandar Malaysia has
to attract more MSC-status companies as well as encourage more ICT SMEs to apply for
MSC-status.
2.5.6 There are seven IP laws, ﬁve cyber-laws and three electronic protection laws which companies can
count on for protection of their intellectual assets. All the laws are in place and can be enforced
immediately.
2.6

Key Challenges

2.6.1 From the comprehensive analysis that took into account Iskandar Malaysia's strengths and
aspirations, and comparing it with world-class international benchmarks, six critical gaps in ICT
infrastructure, government services and ICT industry were identiﬁed.

2.6.2 These are the key elements that must be focused on in designing Iskandar Malaysia's 3I strategy.

Strengths &
Opportunities
ICT-related
Issues
International
Benchmarking
(UK, Sweden,
Australia,
S’pore, S. Korea)

Threats
Other trends &
forces

Limited broadband providers
Cyberthreats
Wifi hotspots
ICT infra policy & standards
Local internet exchange
Incentives
Attracting VCs
Local contents
ICT infra for industry
Cable landing station
Policy alignment & integration
with industry sectors
Policy alignment & enhancement

1

2

3

4

5

6

Lack of competitiveness for
broadband infrastructure

High

Broadband penetration
ICT program: community
ICT program: education
eGovernment services
Broadband price
ICT awareness
ICT skills
ICT investment
ICT infra distribution
Telco QoS

Synthesis highlight critical gaps in ICT
Infrastructure, Government Services, ICT industry

Slow push for more online
service delivery & ICT adoption
E-Government initiatives are
not seamlessly integrated

Priority

IM’s goals &
strategies

Gap Analysis

Local ICT industry lacks scale
& full eco-system
Mismatch of ICT skills with
industry’s talent needs
Low ICT adoption by
businesses (SMEs) and citizens

Low

Situational Analysis

Figure 2.3: Key Challenges for ICT in Iskandar Malaysia
2.6.3 From most important to least, the key challenges are:
• Uncompetitive broadband,
• Slow push for more online service delivery and ICT adoption,
• Lack of seamless integration between E-government initiatives,
• Absence of scale and ecosystem in the local ICT industry,
• Mismatch of ICT talent with industry needs, and
• Low ICT adoption by businesses (SMEs) and citizens.
2.6.4 At present the broadband services in Iskandar Malaysia are deemed as uncompetitive when
benchmarked against those in other cities in the world. Among the characteristics of the existing
broadband that give rise to this condition are:
High internet cost - As a leased line in Iskandar costs about US$2,000, more than double that of
neighbouring Singapore and three times that of Toronto.
• Slow broadband speed
• Low hotspot density
• Slow push for more online service delivery and ICT adoption
2.6.5 Low ICT adoption by businesses (SMEs) and citizens (as shown in Figure 2.4).
SME should be ignored as SME is a major foundation of any economy and should be actively
investing in ICT in order to boost productivity and competitiveness. In 2008, Malaysia’s ICT
market reached between US$2 billion (RM7.6 billion) and US$3 billion in 2008, in which SME took
35% of the national ICT spending.

ICT Spending (as % of GDP) 2008
8%

8%

7%
5.50%

6%

3.10%

Malaysia

Sweden

Austrialia

South Korea

UK

Singapore

Figure 2.4: ICT Spending as % of GDP.
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From Vision to Reality

3.1

Meeting Supply and Demand of the ICT Services

Iskandar Malaysia has the foundation to be a leading ICT hub with some strategic enhancements as it
already benefits from having strong local institutions, the groundwork laid by several prior state, and
national ICT masterplans that have been executed, as well as the initiatives from the MSC Malaysia
cybercentre in the state. The study shows that the current ICT landscape covering usage, systems and
infrastructure including emerging and future needs for Iskandar Malaysia to serve as the starting point
for the development of the blueprint as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Study approach was from the angle of supply vs. demand.

3.2

Translating the 3Is into Course of Action
The three themes or 3I’s – interconnected, innovative and inclusive are the
guiding principle of the ICT blueprint actions. To be fully interconnected,
Iskandar Malaysia must have in place a truly superior broadband
infrastructure, one that can stand alongside the best anywhere in the world,
while the acceleration of the transformation of government services is the
second part of being interconnected.
Malaysia has got a budding 3D creative content industry which has scored
international success in gaming and animation and has also got a small but
growing software industry. Iskandar Malaysia has got to leverage on this
emerging success and grow a cluster of globally competitive companies within
identified niches such as 3D creative content, telemedicine, e-logistics and
personalised services.
As part of the new economic model emphasizing innovation, businesses must
also be strongly encouraged and incentivised to leverage the best that
technology has to offer in order to lift the country and Iskandar Malaysia to

become an economically advanced nation. Finally, there must be a sense of inclusiveness which is the
third ICT theme of Iskandar Malaysia. The benefits of ICT should also be seen and felt by ordinary
residents, regardless of location and background.
3.3

The Strategic Imperatives

Iskandar Malaysia must address the sophistication gap and upgrade its human resources as well as the
ICT capacity and this increasing sophistication should be reflected in its companies and populace.
Organisations must be assisted in understanding the job market, and the salaries expected by top talent
in order to attract and maintain the capabilities and skill sets in the region.
Five strategic imperatives must be achieved in order to bridge the gap between the vision for Iskandar
Malaysia and its hopeful future. For example, It is targeted that in the year 2020, 90% of all citizens of
Iskandar Malaysia will be connected to the internet via broadband connections and will be able to
interact with the various government departments from their computer or mobile phone twenty four
hours a day.
Besides that, Iskandar Malaysia will also be the home of at least ten global ICT companies and boast a
further 200 small and medium enterprises in the fields of creative content, social commerce and shared
services. Products and services under the Made in MSC@Iskandar brand will be a sought after and
trusted name and a reflection of a competitive, quality anchored ICT sector.

The imperative strategies with their targets by 2020 are shown in the following table.
Table 3.1: The imperative strategies with their targets by 2020.

Strategic Imperatives

Targets by 2020

Build a super high-speed,
flexible, scalable, open-access
communications network.
Accelerate transformation of
government
services
to
demand-driven,
customercentric inter-operable model.
Develop a competitive ICT
cluster
around
Creative
Content, Social Commerce, and
Shared Services.
Catalyse ICT-led innovation to
improve productivity of key
economic sectors.
Promote and Extend
benefits of ICT to
communities.

•
•
•
•

90 % broadband penetration (all
individuals)
.
Increase in quality with competitive prices.
95% of services are online.
More than 70% of transactions are via
online channels.

•
•

10 Global ICT co’s in IM.
200 leading SME’s in Creative content,
social media.

•

100,000
additional
K-workers
(cumulative).
Double investment & adoption of ICT by
manufacturing, logistics, healthcare and
other key economic sectors.
Achieve 90% ICT Literacy in population.

•

the •
all

3.3.1 Build a hyperspeed open access network
Iskandar Malaysia needs to build the most competitive broadband network in the ASEAN region. The
high speed fibre optic network will be supplemented by other fixed line technologies such as xDSL and
wireless technologies such as WiMax. A hyperspeed network is the oxygen to a vibrant content creation
sector. Iskandar Malaysia is also the planned site of Malaysia’s southern node of the internet exchange
(MyIX), after the first one opened in Kuala Lumpur in 2006. MyIX aims to encourage more local and
international content providers to host their content locally and this will help reduce the amount of
external traffic as well as reduce latency times for broadband users in Iskandar Malaysia.
3.3.2 Accelerate government services transformation
Iskandar Malaysia must embark on its own regional government transformation exercise. Such as
transformation leveraging ICT to deliver top notch services at maximum productivity will enhance
Iskandar Malaysia's reputation and help it achieve its goal of becoming one of the top five investment
destinations in Asia Pacific.
3.3.3 Grow competitive ICT clusters
Leveraging on MSC Malaysia's cluster strategy, Iskandar will be a centre of gravity for creative and other
knowledge industries. By cultivating niche centres of excellence, Iskandar Malaysia's brand – made in
MSC@Iskandar – will become a trusted global brand.

3.3.4 Catalyse ICT innovation and adoption by industry
Ramping up adoption of innovative ICT use in industry will have beneficial effects on the efficiency,
productivity and competitiveness of the key sectors. Barriers to ICT adoption must be removed in all key
sectors. While large companies tend to invest more in ICT, attention must be paid to small and medium
enterprises (SMEs).
The effort to increase ICT adoption by the SMEs can be also linked to the Iskandar Contractor Portal
(ICP) programme by IRDA aimed to register companies especially SMEs. The companies will then have
access through subscription with a full suite of business support applications akin to Software as a
Service (SaaS) that includes Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) and financial services to improve their productivity and make them more competitive in the long
term.
3.3.5 Extend benefits of ICT to all
Increasing ICT literacy and adoption in businesses and society will help improve the quality of life for all.
This effort to propagate ICT to all levels of society must begin at the school level where ICT
competitions can spur student interest in the field and prepare them for careers in the information age.
Community ICT centres will also play a part in transitioning Iskandar Malaysia to an information society
and close the digital divide.
3.4

ICT Trends

Social networking, device convergence, cyberfraud and workforce mobility are the dominant trends in
today’s ICT world. There has also been an increasing awareness for the need for energy efficient devices
in line with the trend towards environmental sustainability and low carbon economic footprints. The
nowadays ICT trends and their implications to Iskandar Malaysia are explained in Figure 3.4.

Trend

Implication to Iskandar Malaysia

Increasing Global Insecurity.
Rapid pace of
globalisation and
technology innovation has
improved efficiency in
global supply chain and
trans form markets but this has also opened up
more points vulnerable to attacks, invasion to
privacy, acts of terr orism and security breach.

Network and online services must be made
more secure to increase trust,
confidence
and hence adoption.
Online securit y policy already in place, but
need more and contin uous user education
and enforcement.

More User Generated Content.
The blurring of lines
between producers and
consumers of content,
the rapid popularity of
online social networks,
the world of infinite
niches, all enabled by broadband internet
technologies, will unlock more innovative
applications and services that are ‘unknown’
today.

This provides ample opportunity to engage
constructively with citizens, customers, and
community.
Online services and channels must provide
this interaction to stay relevant.
New marketing channels, business models,
and innovative services will arise that put
the user at the centre.

Increasing Workforce Mobility.
21st century workforce
need for mobile solutions
for the ir work, education,
entertainment, and
personal life demands
new approaches in management, service &
application delivery, marketing and operations.

Online services need to be properly
targeted and delivered on appropriate
channels.
Robust and secure co mmunications network
is critical.
Need to improve human capital mobility.

Convergence
There will be more
convergence of voice,
data, video, & mobility
solutions on high-speed
networks, delivered to
personal ‘converged’
devices. High speed
network & miniaturisation
of devices, will make
quadruple services the
norm.

This will not be about technology
convergence, but more of a new, converged
business model
This will be disruptive & possibly
destructive to industr y players, SMEs that
cannot innovate fast enough

Personalised & context-aware
applications

With ubiquitous and
pervasive wireless
connectivity, more
services and
applications will be
context-aware,
location-aware,
presence-aware, and
hence very persona lised. These user-centric
services will most likely win market share

Online services need to be properly
targeted, personalised and delivered on
appropriate channels
Robust, secure, high- speed network is
critical
IM has strengths to test- bed and exploit
these opportunities

Green ICT
There is growing
demand for the
whole ICT supply
chain, from
development to
consumption, to go
‘Green’. ICT can provide solutions in
sustainable development. ICT management
needs also to comply with stringent
environmental standards.

IM can be the place where ‘Green ICT’ is
widely practiced and promoted
Technology management approaches such as
data centre consolidation, shared services,
‘Cloud Computing’ and ‘virtualis ation’ are
helpful and should be encouraged in goin g
Green

Figure 3.4: Current ICT Trends

3.5

ICT in Iskandar Malaysia today

There are already existed several blueprints that have and will impact Iskandar Malaysia and
complement this ICT blueprint:
• The Johor State ICT Blueprint 2005 by the Johor State government.
• Public Sector ISP by the Malaysian Administrative Administration & Management Planning Unit
(MAMPU).
• National Broadband Plan 2006 by the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission
(MCMC).
• MSC Malaysia 2.0 by the Multimedia Development Corporation.
• Strategic ICT Roadmap for Malaysia 2007 by the Ministry of Science, Technology and
Information.
Besides that, there are seven IP laws, ﬁve cyber-laws and three electronic protection laws which
companies can count on for protection of their intellectual assets as shown in Figure 3.5.
Category

Act
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade Marks Act (1976)
Patent Act (1983)
Copyright Act (1987)
Industrial Designs Act (1996)
Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits Act (2000)
Geographical Indications Act (2000)
Optical Discs Act (2000)

Cyber laws

•
•
•
•
•

Digital Signature Act (1997)
Communications and Multimedia Act (CMA) 1998
Copyright (Amendment) Act 1997
Computer Crimes Act 1997
Telemedicine Act 1997

Electronic protection laws

•
•
•

Personal Data Protection Act (2009)
Electronic Transactions Act (2006)
Electronic Government Activities Act (2007)

IP protection laws

3

Figure 3.5: ICT Acts in Malaysia
3.6

Key Challenges

There are six critical gaps in ICT infrastructure; government services and ICT industry were identiﬁed.
These are the key elements which we must focus on in designing Iskandar Malaysia's 3I strategy. From
most important to least, the key challenges are: uncompetitive broadband, slow push for more online
service delivery and ICT adoption,
Lack of seamless integration between E-government initiatives, absence of scale and ecosystem in the
local ICT industry, mismatch of ICT talent with industry needs and low ICT adoption by businesses
(SMEs) and citizens.
Uncompetitive broadband
This is the fundamental gap as broadband infrastructure services became the biggest hurdle towards
full ICT adoption by the public sector that contributed to the lack of uptake by the industry. The cost of
internet in Iskandar Malaysia is considered high, while its speed is seen as slow.
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Slow push for more online service delivery and ICT adoption
Iskandar Malaysia has a relatively low level of web enablement of public services. A comparison of the
number of e-services available shows that there are only 43 online services available in Iskandar
compared with 297 in Selangor, over 900 in Kuala Lumpur and 1600 in Singapore. It is estimated that
only 15% of suitable services have been made available over the web which is drastically lower than in
countries in our benchmark survey.
Lack of seamless integration between E-government initiatives
A comparison that was done between Malaysia and Singapore for example, shows that the republic has
achieved full integration in many of its e-government services, making it easier and more seamless for
the public to interact with the government. In facing this challenge, E-PBT, for the PBTs or local
authorities, was launched the by Johor State Government in 2009 when it signed an agreement with
MSC Cyberport Sdn. Bhd. to implement the e-PBT system among the all PBTs in Johor. E-PBT aims to
resolve the issues affecting e-government but significant buy-in is required for its adoption. It will also
take time to fully integrate all PBTs as they are all at different levels of readiness.

4 The Implementation Strategy
4.1

Timelines

The implementation of the twenty two programmes has been planned according to four phases – quick
wins (less than six months), short term
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QW – Quick Win

ST – Short Term

MT – Medium Term

LT – Long Term

QUICK WIN

SHORT TERM

MEDIUM TERM

1 year

1 – 3 years

< 6 months

SI1.1: Broadband Quick Improvement Programme

QW

SI1.2: ICT Infrastructure Guidelines

QW

SI1.3: Wireless @ Iskandar: Public WIFI

QW

Wireless @ Iskandar: Specialised Wireless

LONG TERM
> 3 years

ST

SI1.4 : Gigabit Fibre Network

MT

SI1.5: Open Access Network

LT

SI2.1 : 1Iskandar: Enhancement

QW

1Iskandar: Integration with Technical Agencies

LT

SI2.2 : Enhancing Reach & Richness of Johor E-Govt

ST

Impactful Services

Full Rollout

MT

SI2.3 : Shared Services

MT

SI2.4: Intelligent City Management Services

LT

SI3.1 : Kosmosarium

Interim ICT Showcase & Discovery Centre at IMIC

ST

Full deployment of Kosmosarium

LT

SI3.2: Incentives for MSC Cybercity and IDR status
Partial Incentives

ST

Full Incentives

MT

SI3.3 : Iskandar TV

MT

SI4.1 : IM ICT 3IAwareness Programme (Industry)

ST

SI4.2 : Telemedicine

MT

SI4.3 : E-Logistics

MT

SI4.4 : IM Cloud Computing Data Centre

MT

SI4.5: Personalised concierge services

LT

SI5.1 : Pusat 1Komuniti

ST

SI5.2: Schools & IHLs ICT Competition

ST

SI5.3 : IM Smart School 2.0 Rollout: Public Schools
IM Smart School 2.0 Rollout: Islamic Schools

MT
MT

Figure 4.1: Overall timelines of the programmes
For example, Iskandar Malaysia Smart School 2.0 will be implemented with the adoption of ICT. This
program serves to make IM as the pilot project for Smart School 2.0 rollout in Malaysia whereas all
public schools and 3 selected Islamic schools in IM will be provided with sufficient ICT facilities,
infrastructure and programs to support the teaching, learning and administration process. Budget
requested is RM2.5 m while the project stakeholders are Ministry of Education, Johor State Government
and MDeC. The model of the primary Smart School is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 4.2: A model of Iskandar Malaysia Primary Smart School.
Besides that, there will be also incentives for IDR and Cybercity status. Incentives include:
• PFI funding for ICT Infra development.
• 30% discount in broadband services (from TM).
• Preferential access to venture capital funding.
• Subsidy / scholarship to students attending creative courses.
This incentive program suppose to attract ICT industry growth in Iskandar Malaysia and to attract
venture capitals and entrepreneurs, and 2000 students/graduates will completed creative trainings by
2012.
The details of the programs as well as other programs are explained in details in the complete Blueprint.
4.2

Milestones

Milestones are the guideposts on Iskandar Malaysia's ICT journey and achieving them are a means of
ensuring that we are on the right track:
• By 2012, Iskandar Malaysia will be well on its way to having widespread wireless services and
1Iskandar will be operational, offering a one-stop destination for all investor needs.
• By 2015, there will be an open access network on trial and all public schools will have adopted
the Smart School 2.0 system, ensuring schoolchildren in Iskandar Malaysia are prepared to face
the information age with conﬁdence.
• By 2020, Iskandar Malaysia would have achieved a fully open access network, bringing choice
and quality to all broadband customers and the city will boast some ten global ICT companies.
4.3

Governance

A governance framework has been designed to ensure that plans outlined in this blueprint are executed
in a timely manner. This includes a high powered 3I implementation committee that consist of two
tiers:
• The ﬁrst tier, consisting of the 3I implementation committee, project director, project
coordinator and project ofﬁce will be responsible for overall monitoring and assessment and
leadership which will report to the Approval Implementation Committee.
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• The second tier will support the ﬁrst tier and is made up of ﬁve task forces, one for each of the
focus areas – Government, ICT Infrastructure, Industry, Community, and Promotion and
Awareness.
Various public and private sector organisations will be represented in the governance model to ensure
all views and scenarios are accounted for. The main public sector organisations are IRDA, Multimedia
Development Corporation (MDeC) and MCMC.
Private sector organisations include the major telecommunication providers, the Federation of
Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) and the national ICT industry association (PIKOM). The key
organisations driving the implementation of the strategic imperative programmes will be IRDA and the
Johor state government, through UPEN and USTICT. To be concluded, Figure 4.3 shows represented
agencies for the ICT Blueprint Governance.
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4.4

Programmes in progress

a) ICT and Cybercity
1. NTT Japan is working in “Safehouse Project” . Already have a presence in a Data Centre at
Cyberport. Working with MDEC and Cyberport to bring FB
2. TM is developing new data centre at Medini on Green DC
3. Khazanah sets Wipro partnership with IA
4. Cisco Global Service Centre is in progress for Smartcity
5. DD Electonics ( a SME from Australia) has opened their back office support at Bukit Indah,
Nusajaya in Johor Bahru.
To-date, there are 259 ICT companies and 48 MSC Malaysia status companies in Johor State.
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b) GREAT project

1. Vendor and MAMPU team are conducting User Requirements analysis with IRDA.
They have met IRDA - EB, SC, FD and ISC for INVEST@ISKANDAR Portal.
2. Expected to complete the development of applications by Q3 2012. By end of 2011,
there are a few quickwins targeted to be delivered.
3. OSC Online – IRDA - ISC & ICT already being trained. IRDA has been assigned as the
secretariat thus can view the status and comments.
Target for GREAT when completion in 2012 – 90% of agencies transaction to be done online by 2015.
d) Others
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Shared Services Incubators
On 1st June – MoU with Mesiniaga & Digital Trend on study for SSO for SMEs in IM.
Project Update – The Need Analysis study has been completed. Mesiniaga had
met with SME corp, MDEC etc.
Mesiniaga is preparing the Investment and Business Model for the SSO.
To be completed by end of Oct 2011.
Promotion of e-services
(1) Conducted training for CBC Managers in Johor was done in June 2011 at UniKL, Seri Alam.
(2) About 40 people from all over Johor attended the training – on ICP (Iskandar Commercial
Portal), State E-Services and MyGovXchange. The 2nd Training will be done by end of 2011.
(3) During WOW Vision Technology Roadshow in Sep 2011, MDEC is promoting ICONapp for
SMEs. 18 SMEs and organization turn up.
(4) Worked with ICTA Johor – 14 June 2011, Leveraging Internet to Grow your Business (IRDA – AV
Gual), 38 SMEs attended (non Bumi)
E-logistics Development
(1) IBM has started the feasibility study on e-Logistics for IM. They have conducted workshop in
July with Logistics players and agencies. They are preparing the report their business model and
financial requirements.
(2) IRDA met with Global Logistics Council in Sep 2011. GLC is launching e-Logistics solution to
improve visibility, e-commerce and e-payments in various locations in the world. For IM, GLC is
working with Johor Corp and we told them for IM to be pilot users for this new system.

5 Conclusion
The conclusion of key messages of Iskandar Malaysia ICT Blueprint is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Iskandar Malaysia ICT Blueprint conclusion.
Iskandar Malaysia has to move swiftly to implement the 3I’s to support industries that are already here
and to prepare for the needs of the residents and industries of tomorrow.
The focus should now be on the execution of the blueprint beginning with the Quick Wins – especially
broadband improvement which will have a salutary effect on the entire spectrum of ICT activities from
e-government to creative content to education. But no less important is the need to deliver all the
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programmes in order to realise the five strategic imperatives that are to be achieved in the 3I vision.
Any delay will greatly affect Iskandar Malaysia’s ability to compete being the distinctive economic hub
that it wants to be. Given however the tremendous backing from the state and federal governments in
terms of commitment and resources, and added to that the support from the private sector, IRDA is
confident that the programmes will be implemented satisfactorily and on schedule.
Some assumptions were made in the preparation of this report and it is inevitable given the rapid pace
of change today that certain details will have to be modified along the way.
However, the 3I vision of an interconnected, innovative, inclusive and sustainable global hub with
distinctive capabilities will remain constant and will be the compass with which IRDA will guide all ICT
development in the city towards making it “the first choice to invest, work and play”.

IM is the first choice to invest, work and play.
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